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LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER’S DAUGHTER

• When a deadly hurricane 
approaches, two women, 
living a century apart, will be 
forever linked by their 
instinctive acts of bravery and 
love. Inspired by true events.

• FICTION IL  YA TO ADULT

• GENRE:  HISTORICAL 
FICTION



DYING FOR MERCY
• A very suspicious death and a 

sprawling mansion with secrets 
and puzzles built into the very 
architecture are among the 
elements that make Dying for 
Mercy an unputdownable 
mystery.

• FICTION  IL YA TO ADULT

• GENRE:  MYSTERY.



WHAT MATTERS MOST
• Sister Bernadette Ignatius has returned to 

Ireland in the company of Tom Kelly to 
search for the past—and the son—they 
left behind. For it was here that these two 
long-ago lovers spent a season of magic 
before Bernadette’s calling led her to a 
vocation as Mother Superior at Star of the 
Sea Academy on the sea-tossed 
Connecticut shore. For Tom, Bernadette’s 
choice meant giving up his fortune and 
taking the job as caretaker at Star of the 
Sea, where he could be close to the 
woman he could no longer have but 
whom he never stopped loving. And while 
one miracle drew them apart, another is 
about to bring them together again.

• FICTION   IL  ADULT—GENRE  ROMANCE.



LAKESHORE CHRISTMAS
• Christmas at Willow Lake is full 

of festive cheer—except when 
one Scrooge is determined to 
ruin the magic…  Maureen 
finally gets to direct the annual 
holiday pageant, but her co-
director can’t stand Christmas.  
Sparks fly in this delightful 
holiday romance.  

• FICTION  ADULT

• GENRE:  ROMANCE.



THE SILENT GIRL
• Every crime scene tells a story. 

Some keep you awake at night. 
Others haunt your dreams. The 
grisly display homicide cop Jane 
Rizzoli finds in Boston’s 
Chinatown will do both.

• FICTION  IL  ADULT

• GENRE:  MYSTERY.



WINTER LODGE
• On the longest night of the year, 

Jenny Majesky loses everything in a 
devastating house fire. But among 
the ashes she finds an unusual 
treasure hidden amid her 
grandfather's belongings, one that 
starts her on a search for the truth, 
and on a path toward a life that she 
never imagined.

• FICTION  IL  YA-ADULT  

• GENRE:  ROMANCE



GOOD GIRL, BAD BLOOD
• Pip has released a podcast 

about the murder case she 
and Ravi solved together last 
year. But the podcast soon 
becomes about a young man 
who's gone missing. 

• FICTION  RL  5.1  IL UG

• GENRE:  MYSTERY



FIRE IN MY EYES
• An American Warrior's Journey 

from Being Blinded on the 
Battlefield to Gold Medal 
Victory- Navy Seal Brad Snyder 
was blinded after a massive 
blast from an enemy explosive 
in Afghanistan.  This is his 
journey back.

NON-FICTION.  IL  YA



DEVOTED
• Woody Bookman hasn’t spoken a 

word in his eleven years of life. Not 
when his father died in a freak 
accident. Not when his mother, 
Megan, tells him she loves him. But 
Woody believes a monstrous evil was 
behind his father’s death and now 
threatens him and his mother. And 
he’s not alone in his thoughts. An ally 
unknown to him is listening, a 
uniquely gifted dog named Kipp who 
communicates with him.  Can they 
stop the evil threatening them.

• FICTION  IL  YA TO ADULT  GENRE:  
HORROR.



BURNING.

• Sentenced to three years in a juvenile 
correctional facility, Angela wants 
nothing more than to keep her nose 
clean so she can be approved for 
parole in three months. But when 
she's forced to act as a bodyguard for 
the new girl, a ten-year-old who 
seems to start fires with her mind, 
Angela finds herself in a situation that 
could threaten more than just her 
parole.

• FICTION  IL  10-12  GENRE:  
HORROR/SUPERNATURAL.



NEVER ALWAYS SOMETIMES

• Resolving to avoid high-school 
clichés, best friends Dave and 
Julia maintain strict rules to 
avoid while Dave secretly hides 
his crush on Julia.

• FICTION  RL  6.1  IL UG

• GENRE:  ROMANCE



THE LOOP
• Luka Kane has spent 736 days 

imprisoned inside the Loop 
awaiting his execution. Each day 
is the same. Each day is 
torturous, but whispers of war 
are circulating.

• FICTION:  RL 6.0  IL UG

• GENRE:  SCI FI.



THE REST OF THE STORY

• A teen is sent to spend the 
summer with her late mother's 
relatives at North Lake. She finds 
herself torn between her 
mother's working-class relatives 
and her father's wealthier 
associates.

• FICTION  RL  4.5  IL UG

• GENRE:  ROMANCE



TRIAL OF SORCERERS

• Eighteen-year-old Waterrunner Eira
Landan lives her life in the shadows —
the shadow of her older brother, of 
her magic’s whispers, and of the 
person she accidentally killed. She’s 
the most unwanted apprentice in the 
Tower of Sorcerers until the day she 
decides to step out and compete for a 
spot in the Tournament of Five 
Kingdoms.

• FICTION  IL UG

• GENRE:  FANTASY.



THE BLUE ROSE

• A  COUPLE’S DREAM OF 
LIVING PEACEFULLY IN THE 
WILTSHIRES IS RUINED 
WHEN THEY TRY TO LEARN 
THE ORIGINS OA A BLUE 
ROSE IN THEIR GARDEN.

• FICTION  IL  YA TO ADULT

• GENRE:  MYSTERY


